A state-space model with uncertainties for an active magnetic bearing energy storage flywheel system (Fly-UPS) is developed. A multivariable robust H controller for the Fly-UPS is then synthesised. Different weighting schemes are explained and the additive uncertainties between the nominal simulation model and the physical model at varied rotational speeds are characterised. Furthermore, PD controllers are developed using the centre of gravity (COG) coordinate framework for decoupled parallel and conical modal control. Stability robustness is verified via the gain/phase margin stability robustness criterion. The performance robustness (disturbance attenuation) is analysed by assessing model sensitivity with the ISO/CD 14839-3 sensitivity standard. The results obtained show that H control and COG coordinate PD control are not fundamentally different.
INTRODUCTION
Conventional ball-bearings in rotational applications can potentially be replaced by active magnetic bearings (AMBs) [1] . AMBs levitate the rotor via contact-free, actively controlled, electromagnetic forces. The basic functioning of an AMB is shown in Figure 1 and it operates as follows [2] : sensors are used to measure the air gap between the rotor and the bearing. This measurement is sent to the controller to regulate the current in the actuator using a power amplifier (PA). The current in the actuator manipulates the magnetic force on the rotor, keeping it in suspension.
In modern high-tech systems, flywheels are used as energy storage batteries [3] . In this particular case AMBs are applied to a flywheel uninterrupted power supply (Fly-UPS) system. By utilizing AMBs for the Fly-UPS, a contact-and lubrication-free ideal vacuum environment is achieved [4] . Alas, the inherently unstable nature and complexity of AMBs necessitates sophisticated feedback control [5] . Therefore, two feedback control methods will be investigated and evaluated in this article. Firstly, by introducing multivariable H control to the AMBs of the Fly-UPS, robust control can be realized [6] . The aim of H control is to synthesise a controller K such that the effects of modelling uncertainties, noise, and disturbances are minimized according to predefined performance requirements at low frequencies and robustness requirements at high frequencies [7] . H control synthesis allows frequency-dependent bounds to be specified, ensuring that the above mentioned effects remain within permissible levels [8] .
H control has successfully been applied to AMBs by [1] , [6] and [8] and provides promising results. However, in [6] , H control was found lacking in position deviation regulation, when compared to optimal LQR control, but showed reduced control current and provided greater stability robustness with varying rotational speed.
Secondly, PD control is the most straightforward approach for rigid rotor AMBs and is frequently used [2] . The PD controllers conventionally used for AMB systems are decoupled from one another, creating a cascaded decentralised SISO (single-input, single-output) control setup. Furthermore, conventional PD control ignores the fact that the sensors and magnetic bearings are noncollocated (not on the same axial position). However, in order to compensate for non-collocation and implement a multivariable controller, an alternative PD control method is investigated. The alternative method considered is multivariable COG (centre of gravity) coordinate PD control [2] . For rigid body systems, the results obtained using either H control or COG coordinate PD control are not fundamentally different and can thus be compared [2] . In this paper multivariable robust H and COG coordinate PD controllers for an active magnetic bearing flywheel system are investigated. Because the Fly-UPS design is subject to various uncertainties as well as gyroscopic effects at varying rotational speeds, stability robustness and disturbance attenuation (performance robustness) are the primary feedback requirements.
FLY-UPS MODEL
This section will use analytical methods to develop and describe a model for the five degrees of freedom (5-DOF) AMB Fly-UPS. The 5-DOF are the radial x and y directions for the top ('b') and bottom ('a') AMBs and the axial direction z (Figure 2) . The model is able to represent the dynamic behaviour of the system within small deviations from the nominal values. The rotor displacement, gyroscopic coupling, coil currents, power amplifier bandwidth as well as sensor bandwidth are all represented within this model [4] . Some effects such as rotor touchdown during a power failure as well as rotor whirls are not represented due to their highly nonlinear nature [9] . 
State-space model
A linear time invariant (LTI) state-space model of the rigid-rotor Fly-UPS plant is developed using parameters from the existing Fly-UPS system. This model is linearised around a nominal working point, or set-point. This makes the model valid for small deviations from the set-point values. A detailed explanation to the Lagrange analysis as well as the state-space equations can be found in [2] .
The state vector x represents the 5-DOF displacements and their time derivatives. The linearised state-space equation can be derived in terms of displacement and current with,
where F is the force on the rotor, m the rotor mass, a the acceleration, x the displacement, i the current, k s the force-displacement constant and k i the force-current constant. The input to the model is current (i) and the output is displacement (z z , x a , y a , x b , y b ). The subscripts are as seen in Figure 2 which represents displacement (z, x, y) and inclination ( , ) about the centre of mass [2] . Furthermore, the state, input, and output vectors are defined as follows:
x z z , and
The state-space model of the two radial AMBs is
with state-space matrices The final state-space system is referenced to the sensor coordinate system by transforming the state matrices A and B to 1 and , 
with damping = 0.707 and bandwidth s = 2 10000 rad/s.
Power amplifier model:
The power amplifier (PA) model consists of a closed loop PI controlled system with a bandwidth of 2.5 kHz,
where V bus = 51 V is the bus voltage, R = 0.152 is the coil resistance, L = 6.494 mH is the coil inductance, K p = 1 is the proportional constant and K i = 0.1 is the integral constant [10] . The cascaded PA model is connected to the input of the AMB model.
H CONTROL
The two basic design approaches in H control are openloop transfer function loop shaping and closed-loop transfer function loop shaping [11] . In loop shaping, the required shape of a transfer function is defined in the frequency domain using singular values, and a controller is designed to shape the system transfer function into that required shape [1] .
For open-loop shaping, the classical L=GK loop shaping is transposed to MIMO (multi-input, multi-output) systems by using the singular values of the loop transfer functions as the loop gains [12] . One such open-loop transfer function loop shaping is the Glover-McFarlane H loop shaping method [1] .
Alternatively, closed-loop transfer function shaping aims to shape the sensitivity function, S = (I + GK) -1 and the complementary sensitivity function (closed-loop transfer function) T = GK(I + GK)
-1 [11] . This leads to classic mixed sensitivity H control synthesis.
By adhering to open-loop design objectives, it is relatively easy to estimate the closed-loop requirements over specific frequencies [11] . But, because the Fly-UPS AMBs are open-loop unstable, specifying an open-loop shape is relatively difficult. Consequently, closed-loop transfer function design using mixed sensitivity H control synthesis is the primary focus. This allows robust stability by including uncertainties in the model as well as providing robust performance by minimizing the H norm via weighting [12] .
Uncertainty
The model developed in section 2 is a linear representation of the Fly-UPS system. Because the physical Fly-UPS system is non-linear, there are system dynamics and gains that are not included in this linear model. Furthermore, the Fly-UPS is a rotational system with changing dynamics over the rotational speed range from 0 -5000 r/min. Thus it is necessary to synthesise a controller that maintains stability robustness and performance robustness for a difference between the model and the physical system, as well as the rotational speed range. The uncertainty is therefore also rotational speed dependent and thus an uncertainty set exists for each rotational speed [3] .
However, because the model is an LTI model, an uncertainty boundary is considered for a difference in the plant and model over fixed rotational speeds. The speeds selected arbitrarily for uncertainty development are: 0, 1000, 2000, and 5000 r/min. Therefore, in order to ensure robustness, the additive normalised uncertainty bound ( | 1) between the linear model, physical system, and the rotational speeds above must be obtained (Figure 3 ). Denote the frequency response of the model at 0 r/min as H m (j ) and the frequency response of the real system at 0 r/min as H r (j ). The additive model error frequency response function (FRF) can be determined experimentally [8] , and is defined as:
The upper bound (maximum) of the difference between the two responses is taken as the uncertainty bound. Equation (11) is repeated for rotational speeds of 1000, 2000, and 5000 r/min. Finally, the maximum of the above four boundaries is determined and taken as the complete uncertainty bound, W . Unfortunately, by taking uncertainty over such a broad range, increases conservativeness [8] . Figure 4 shows the 4th order uncertainty bound W of a single radial AMB. 
H control design
The standard mixed sensitivity control scheme uses three weights or bounds in the following mixed sensitivity cost minimisation problem [13] , where K is a stabilising controller [11] .
The weights are applied to the control error, e, to shape the output sensitivity, S o ; to the control signal, u, to shape the input sensitivity, KS o ; and to the plant output, y, to shape the complimentary sensitivity, T o . The weighting functions are used to shape, or penalise, the above signals into their desired shapes. However, the weighting functions must be proper to be solvable, and stable, since they are not in the loop to be stabilised by the controller [9] .
Unfortunately, mixed sensitivity control has one serious drawback: pole-zero cancellation. It aims to cancel poorly damped stable poles of the system with controller zeros, making the poorly damped poles unobservable and uncontrollable [13, 14] . Furthermore, the controller designed using this method, contains the inverse of the plant, causing complications if the plant is non-invertible [9] . In order to bypass these problems another weighting scheme is applied, namely the six block problem weighting scheme [1] . This scheme includes the plant in the weighting of the sensitivity, preventing the inclusion of the inverted plant within the controller. In addition to weighting the standard S o , KS o , and T o signals, the input disturbance sensitivity function (GS i ), and closed-loop transfer function from the plant input to the plant output (T i ) are also shaped. Thus a term involving GS i is included in the standard mixed sensitivity minimisation problem as given in (13) The augmented system in Figure 5 is then reformulated into a system T zw ( Figure 6 ). The H control design for T zw is now:
Find a controller K that stabilizes system T zw . The controller must minimise the H norm; . 
Weighting function selection
There are five weighting functions to be selected in the six block problem weighting scheme, namely: W e , W u , W r , W y and W d . Each weighting function is created according to predefined specifications and requirements of the AMB Fly-UPS system. As stated in section 1, the weighting functions are mostly selected on a priori knowledge of the system in a trial and error basis [3] . Once the required weighting function shape is designed, the inverse is supplied for controller synthesis [8] . This is done in order to 'guide' the minimisation of the H cost function. The selected weights are shown in Figure 7 . The error weight, W e , shapes the sensitivity function (S o ). According to the ISO/CD 14839-3 standard [15] , the sensitivity for newly commissioned machines should be below 8 dB. In order to obtain an integration effect, the magnitude of the error weight at frequencies lower than 1 Hz should be small. Thus, it would be adequate to select the weighting function as a first order high-pass transfer function with a pass-band gain of 8 dB for frequencies above 1 Hz. The value achieved with the selected weighting functions during control synthesis is 3. 85 . This means that the synthesised controller is able to comply with the required specifications (bounds) provided by the weighting functions within 3.85 dB.
Using the explained weights, a controller is synthesised. However, the 5-DOF controller has an order greater than 75. This is impractical for most applications, and thus the order of the controller is reduced using the balanced stochastic model truncation (BST) via Schur reduction method [12] . The controller order is successfully reduced to a 19th order controller with a multiplicative error bound of less than 7%.
COG PD CONTROL
In this section, a MIMO COG (centre of gravity) coordinate PD controller will be developed. In conventional PD control for the fly-UPS, the input to the controller is the displacement error in the x or y axis and the controller output is a current reference for the electromagnets, as depicted in section 2. 1 
These transformation matrices are simply appended to the COG PD controller. Thus, conventional control is achieved using the COG coordinate control method as shown in Figure 8 . There are two advantages to using the COG control method compared to the conventional method. Firstly, by controlling in the COG coordinate framework, the parallel and conical modes can be controlled separately [2] . However, full decoupled control of the parallel and conical modes are only possible if a stiffness compensation matrix K sComp is connected in parallel with the COG control. This compensation matrix is necessary to compensate for the coupling instigated by the nondiagonal stiffness matrix introduced by the negative stiffness of each AMB as well as the non-collocated nature of the position sensors (required proof can be found in [2] ). The matrix K sComp is calculated as follows:
The second advantage of MIMO COG control is that by including the transformation matrices in the feedback loop, automatic cross-coupling control between the upper and lower AMBs can be achieved. This automatic crosscoupled control occurs simply because both upper and lower AMB position values are transformed to single COG values.
As a result of using the COG control scheme, new values for the proportional and derivative constants must be selected. Values for the parallel PD control and conical PD control are selected from the equivalent stiffness and damping values specified in the design specifications explained in [10] and are selected as: 500000
The final COG controller is simply a diagonal matrix of the above four PD values:
COG con par con par
.
It is important to note that only the radial AMBs are controlled using PD COG control. The axial AMB is controlled using a normal PID controller. The proportional, derivative and integral values for the axial PID control are calculated using MATLAB ® 's SISO Design Tool [12] . Using this tool, specific boundaries for the sensitivity and step response are specified, from which the design tool then calculates the appropriate PID values: 6047 
RESULTS
The developed controllers are implemented on the physical Fly-UPS utilizing a dSPACE ® system. The dSPACE ® system interfaces the Simulink ® environment with the physical hardware by means of input-output converters. The controller is implemented at the NorthWest University's AMB Laboratory and the results are obtained experimentally.
The performance robustness is evaluated via the sensitivity function. The sensitivity function is obtained by feeding a sinusoidal reference into each separate rotor input over a predefined frequency range [15] . The magnitude of the response of the rotor due to the signal provides the sensitivity function.
The sensitivity, S, and the 8 dB ISO sensitivity limit of the radial AMBs at stand-still using H control are shown in Figure 9 . Figure 10 shows the sensitivity at stand-still for the COG coordinate PD control. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the radial AMBs at 5000 r/min using H control and COG control are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 respectively. In both cases, the sensitivity spikes above 8 dB at certain areas. According to the ISO/CD 14839-3 sensitivity standard ( [15] ), this rates as a class B machine, making it acceptable for short-term operation only.
At stand-still, there is no significant difference between H control and COG PD control. However, the sensitivity of the AMB using COG PD control closer to the flywheel has only one peak, compared to the two peaks using H control. This is due to the decoupled parallel and conical modal control damping out the critical rigid body modes. The COG PD control shows lower sensitivity at higher rotational speeds when compared to H control at low frequencies. It is important to note that the high sensitivity using H control is due to the conservativeness of the uncertainty and system non-linearity. Figure 13 shows the 10 μm step responses of both the radial AMBs as well as the axial AMB at stand-still using the H controller. The 10 μm step response at different rotational speeds using H control for a single radial AMB is shown in Figure 14 . It is clear that the H controller maintains stability throughout the rotational speed variation. The H controlled plant shows fast rise times with the integration effect slowly reducing the steady-state errors.
The same 10 μm step responses using COG PD control at standstill and differing rotational speeds are shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16 respectively. The COG PD control shows similar step responses when compared to the H controlled plant.
It is clear that the stiffness and damping of the upper and lower radial AMBs differ, due to the different control parameters translated to each AMB by using the input/output transformation matrices. This difference is visible in the steady-state errors of the upper and lower AMBs. However, the COG PD controlled plant remains stable throughout the rotational speed variation, providing results comparable to using H control.
Finally, the stability robustness is verified using the gain and phase margins of the system. Although the generalised Nyquist stability criterion is usually used for MIMO systems, it is not applied in this case due to physical implementation constraints. The smallest gain/phase margin between all 5-DOF at the different recorded rotational speeds is taken as the system's gain/phase margin. Using the H controller, the gain margin (11 dB) and the phase margin (13°) of the AMBs of the Fly-UPS are shown in Figure 17 .
The gain margin (8 dB) and the phase margin (147°) using the COG PD controller is shown in Figure 18 . The gain margins of both H control and COG PD control are comparable; however, there is a significant difference in phase margins. The controllers proved stability robustness against rotational speed variation by providing stable system responses for all axes of freedom. They also robustly tolerated a rotational speed variation of up to 5000 r/min. Furthermore, the performance of both controllers were evaluated according to the ISO/CD 14839-3 sensitivity standard and rated as class B.
In H control one of the setbacks is that the weighting functions are chosen on a trial and error basis. By improving the accuracy of the weighting functions by either genetic algorithms or intelligent model identification methods, the system performance and robustness can be improved [8] . Moreover, the PD values selected for COG coordinate PD control were selected based on the design specifications and have some margin of error, requiring fine tuning in order to improve the controller performance.
In conclusion, COG PD control requires little user input, but provides similar, if not better, system performance, especially at higher rotational speeds when compared to H control. This shows that for rigid body systems, the results obtained using either H control or COG coordinate PD control are not fundamentally different. As a result, the COG coordinate PD control is simpler to develop and implement without requiring extensive knowledge of advanced control systems making it (in this case) the control method opted for. However, the efficacy of H control must not be underestimated, especially if used for flexible body systems [2] .
